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On the omputation of an arrangement ofquadris in 3D 1
Bernard Mourrain and Jean-Pierre T�eourt and Monique TeillaudINRIA, GALAAD, BP 93, 06902 Sophia Antipolis edex, FRANCEfBernard.Mourrain, Jean-Pierre.Teourt,Monique.Teillaudg�sophia.inria.frhttp://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/AbstratIn this paper, we study a sweeping algorithm for omputing the arrangement of a setof quadris in R3 . We de�ne a \trapezoidal" deomposition in the sweeping plane,and we study the evolution of this subdivision during the sweep. A key point of thisalgorithm is the manipulation of algebrai numbers. In this perspetive, we put alarge emphasis on the use of algebrai tools, needed to ompute the arrangement,inluding Sturm sequenes and Rational Univariate Representation of the roots ofa multivariate polynomial system.Key words: arrangement, quadri, impliit surfae, algebrai number, rationalunivariate representation, erti�ed omputation.
1 IntrodutionArrangements are the underlying strutures of many appliations, suh asrobot motion planning, Computer Aided Geometri Design, Computer Biol-ogy,. . . They have been extensively studied in the literature, either theoreti-ally or from a pratial point of view, essentially on linear objets. See [15℄for a survey.1 This work is partially supported by the IST Program of the EU asa Shared-ost RTD (FET Open) Projet under Contrat No IST-2000-26473 (ECG - E�etive Computational Geometry for Curves and Surfaes)http://www-sop.inria.fr/prisme/ECG/Preprint submitted to Computational Geometry; Theory and Appliations10 August 2004



By de�nition, the arrangement of a set S of objets in Rd is the deompositionof Rd into onneted omponents of dimensions 0; 1; : : : ; d where the the inputpolynomials de�ning the sites of S have onstant sign.The manipulation of quadris plays an important role in solid modeling, sineit o�ers a ompromise between the treatment of simple but numerous tri-angles in meshes and powerful but ostly algebrai objets. This motivatedreent and interesting developments in omputational geometry for algebraisurfaes. Geismann et al. presented two methods to ompute a given ell inan arrangement of quadris [12℄. The �rst method uses projetion tehniquesbased on resultants, while the seond method uses solid modeling tehniques.Dupont et al. ompute a near-optimal (in the number and depth of radialsinvolved) parameterization of the intersetion of quadris [9℄. Their method isimplemented in [17℄ and theoretial bounds on the size of the output oeÆ-ients are proven.The topology of an arrangement is often quite omplex, and the desriptionof a given ell an be of non-onstant size. Therefore, vertial deompositionsare often used, allowing to partition the spae into simpler onstant-sizedells [27℄. A sweep-based algorithm was proposed by Shaul and Halperin toprodue a vertial deomposition of an arrangements of triangles in R3 . Theymentioned that the sweeping approah they used in the ase of triangles ouldbe generalized to ompute the vertial deomposition of the arrangement ofn well-behaved surfae pathes in time O(n log2 n + V log n), where V is theombinatorial omplexity of the vertial deomposition [28℄. We propose to usethis sweeping plane approah to ompute the arrangement of a set of quadrisin R3 , whih yields an adaptive approah to the arrangement omputationproblem, in ontrary to the previous related work [12℄. Note also that thevertial deomposition allows fast loation methods.When applying the standard sweeping tehnique to the ase of an arrangementof quadris in R3 , the main issue is |as often when applying omputationalgeometry tehniques to urved objets| the implementation of the geometriprimitives: prediates and onstrutions. In this paper, we desribe the algo-rithm more preisely for the ase of quadris, and we show how the detetionof events and the point loation in the sweeping plane an be translated alge-braially. We haraterize the geometri primitives needed by the algorithm,and we analyze them, in terms of the degree of the algebrai numbers and ofthe height of the algebrai expressions involved in the omputations. We showin partiular that omparing events boils down in the worst ase to omparingalgebrai numbers of degree 16. These aspets were not taken into aount inthe previous work in the literature.The algorithm is desribed in Setion 2, where we show how and why we2



ompute the so-alled vertial deomposition of the arrangement. Algebraiissues related to the resolution of polynomial equations and geometri pred-iate evaluation are disussed more preisely in Setion 3. We onlude withfuture work.2 AlgorithmWe �rst reall some basi de�nitions and notation regarding quadris. Then wegive a rough overview of the sweep. Setion 2.3 fouses on the deompositionin the sweeping plane and on how events are deteted. We show in Setion 2.4that the 3D deomposition that is omputed by the algorithm is the vertialdeomposition of the arrangement of quadris. Setion 2.5 summarizes thealgorithm and Setion 2.6 onludes by giving its ombinatorial omplexity.2.1 PreliminariesWe denote by (x; y; z) the oordinates of a point of R3 in the anonial basis.A quadri Q is the set of points of R3 that are solutions of a degree 2 polyno-mial equation in the variables x; y; z, with oeÆients in Z. The equation isgiven by 10 real oeÆients, up to a non-zero multipliative salar fator, andthe polynomial de�ning the quadri will be also denoted by Q:Q(x; y; z) = ax2 + by2 + z2 + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy + 2px + 2qy + 2rz + d:We denote by rQ the gradient vetor of Q. The partial derivatives of Q arenoted �x(Q), �y(Q) and �z(Q).Equivalently, Q is given by a symmetri matrix
MQ = 0BBBBBBBB� a h g ph b f qg f  rp q r d

1CCCCCCCCA :
The upper left sub-matrix of size 3 � 3 is alled the prinipal sub-matrix ofMQ and denoted as M sQ.The inertia or signature of MQ (resp. M sQ) is de�ned as the pair (�+; ��),where �+ and �� are respetively the number of positive and negative eigen-values of MQ (resp. M sQ). 3



The type of a quadri Q (ellipsoid, hyperboloid, planes, and so on) dependson the inertias of MQ and M sQ. More preisely, a quadri in R3 is entirelyharaterized by the inertia of its matrixMQ and its prinipal sub-matrixM sQ.A omplete desription of this haraterization is realled in [17℄ (Table 2).A ylinder is de�ned as the surfae swept by a planar urve moved in trans-lation along a line orthogonal to the plane of the urve. When the urve is aoni, the swept ylinder is a quadri Q. The inertia of MQ is (2,1) or (1,2)and the inertia of M sQ is di�erent from (2,1) and (1,2).In this paper, we onsider all kinds of quadris, even degenerate, exept thease of a double plane (inertia of MQ: (1,0) or (0,1), inertia of M sQ: (1,0) or(0,1)), whih would lead to deal with non square-free polynomials, and tosome additional tehniques to ompute ritial points (see Setion 3). Thevery speial ase of a line, whih is a quadri though it is not a surfae in theusual sense (inertia of MQ: (2,0) or (0,2), inertia of M sQ: (2,0) or (0,2)) ouldbe treated but leads to partiular ases in the algorithmi desription, and so,it will be omitted in this paper.Hereafter, we will also assume that the sweeping diretion is generi, so thatfor every position of the sweeping plane, there is at most one point tangent toa given quadri on this plane (see next setion).
2.2 Sweeping a set of quadrisLet S = fQi; i = 1; : : : ; ng be a set of n quadris. We are going to sweep Sby a plane orthogonal to the x-axis. Every setion of the arrangement by thesweeping plane is an arrangement of onis in a (y; z)-plane. The onisare ontinuously evolving during the sweep: the equation of a oni for agiven position x = s of the plane depends on the parameter s; it is given asQi(s; y; z) = 0, whih is a polynomial equation in the oordinates y; z of apoint in the planar setion. Suh a oni will be also denoted as Q(s)i .Let us give �rst a general overview of the algorithm. We are going to maintainthe ombinatorial struture of the evolving arrangement of onis, by analyzingthe 3D events where a topologial hange ours:a) The sweeping plane is tangent to a quadri Qi.Algebraially, suh an event orresponds to a value s of x (de�ned as a4



x-ritial value) for whih there is a solution (y; z) to the system8>>>>><>>>>>:Qi(s; y; z) = 0�y(Qi)(s; y; z) = 0�z(Qi)(s; y; z) = 0Depending on the type of quadri (or equivalently to the inertia of MQiand M sQi), the modi�ation in the topology of the arrangement of onisorrespond to di�erent on�gurations.On the following pitures, some kinds of events are represented. Thesituations before, at and after the x-ritial values are drawn.i. ellipsoid, paraboloid, hyperboloid of two sheets (inertia of MQi: (3,1)or (1,3))
�
�
�

�
�
�A oni appears or disappearsNote that the lous of points that are �rst enountered by the sweep-ing plane is supposed to be a single point in this �gure. This will beahieved if the x-axis is hosen among generi diretions. This will bedeveloped further at the end of this setion.ii. quadri redued to a point (inertia of MQi : (3,0) or (0,3))
�
�
�

�
�
�iii. hyperboli paraboloid or hyperboloid of one sheet (inertia of MQi :(2,2))

iv. one (inertia of MQi: (2,1))
�
�
�

�
�
�

b) The urve of intersetion of two quadris Qi and Qj is tangent to the5



sweeping plane.Suh an event orresponds to a value s of x for whih there is a solution(y; z) of the system 8>>>>><>>>>>:Qi(s; y; z) = 0Qj(s; y; z) = 0(rQi VrQj)x(s; y; z) = 0The last equation of this system means that the x-omponent of the vetorprodut of rQi and rQj is equal to 0.
Before or after the event, we have two onis orresponding to the interse-tion of the quadris with the sweeping plane. At the event, the two urvesbeome tangent.) The sweeping plane ontains an interseting point of three quadris.The value s of x is suh that there is a solution (y; z) to the system8>>>>><>>>>>:Qi(s; y; z) = 0Qj(s; y; z) = 0Qk(s; y; z) = 0
Before or after the event, we have three onis in the plane that intersetpairwise. At the event, the three onis have a ommon point.We do not onsider here degenerate on�gurations of the set S of quadris,suh as:� several quadris are tangent, so, more than one quadri is enountered at agiven position of the plane (event a.i),� more than three quadris interset at the same point (event ),� several events oinide, for instane when three quadris interset at a point(event ) that is also a point where a quadri is �rst enountered (event a.i).Let us give more preisions now on the generi diretions allowed for thesweep. We assume that the x diretion is hosen in suh a way that for eah6



quadri, the number of points where the plane is tangent to the quadri is atmost a single point (see ase (a.i)).More generally, we assume that for eah event, the hange of topology in thearrangement of onis in the sweeping plane is of onstant size, whih isruial in our algorithm. Conretely, for:� ylinders (ellipti, hyperboli, paraboli),� ones,� hyperboloids of one sheet and hyperboli paraboloids,all the diretions of planes that ontain the diretion of one line drawn onthe ylinder are forbidden. However, the diretions of planes ontaining twolines drawn on the ylinder are allowed (ase a.iii).For interseting planes (inertia of MQ: (1,1), inertia of M sQ: (1,1)), we alsoforbid diretions of planes ontaining their line of intersetion.Let us onsider the set of forbidden diretions for the sweep algorithm on thesphere of diretions. For eah quadri, at most one urve drawn on this sphereis forbidden. Altogether, the set of generi diretions onsists of the union ofopen 2D-ells in the arrangement of at most n urves on the sphere. It is adense subset of the sphere.We will also need to avoid diretions for the sweep suh that two events fortwo di�erent quadris our at the same time. Unfortunately, this annot bedeteted before the sweep. If this ours during the sweep, then a shearing ofaxes will be performed, similarly to what is done by Eigenwillig et al for thesweeping of urves in 2D [10℄.2.3 From ells to \trapezoids"We would like to haraterize, by sign onditions, eah onneted ell of thearrangement of onis in a planar setion.The following piture shows that two di�erent geometri ells (the two grayells) an be haraterized by exatly the same sign onditions.
So, loating a point in a setion of the arrangement of quadris requires morethan only heking suh sign onditions. Instead, we hoose to ompute a7



Fig. 1. Trapezoidal deomposition of onis in a plane\trapezoidal" deomposition of the arrangement in the x-setion, as explainedin the following paragraph. Note that this trapezoidal deomposition in thex-setion evolves during the sweep. Thus we need a desription of the ellswhih applies for di�erent values of x, based on sign funtions in trapezoidalregions.2.3.1 Trapezoids.In the sweeping plane of equation x = s, we draw segments parallel to the z-axis, in a very similar way as done usually for the trapezoidal map in the aseof a planar arrangement of line segments (see Figure 1). A vertial segment,or a wall is drawn through:� intersetion points between two onis,� points where the tangent to the oni is parallel to the z-axis.The walls ut the onis into oni ars, whose endpoints' y-oordinates arethe y-oordinates of the walls. More preisely, the y-oordinate of an endpointor a wall is represented impliitly as a y-root of�S(s)ij �8><>:Qi(s; y; z) = 0Qj(s; y; z) = 0 or �S(s)k �8><>:Qk(s; y; z) = 0�z(Qk(s; y; z)) = 0 :�S(s)ij � is the polynomial system whose solutions are the y-oordinates of inter-setion points of two onis Q(s)i and Q(s)j . �S(s)k � is the system whose solutionsare the y-oordinates of points where the tangent to a oni Q(s)k is parallel tothe z-axis.In this way, we obtain \trapezoids" of onstant size desription, given by: twowalls, a eiling and a oor, whih are (evolving) oni ars, and signs used todetermine if the trapezoid is above or below the onis.Deiding whether a point lies in a trapezoid, redues to omparing the y-oordinates of the point and the walls and then for a �xed y, to omputethe sign of the onis de�ning the eiling and the oor or the sign of rational8



expressions formed on their oeÆients. This will be developed in Setion 3.3.2.3.2 Deteting events.The topology of the trapezoidal deomposition hanges whenever the desrip-tion of a trapezoid is modi�ed, either beause a new oni appears in it (eventsof type (a.i)), or beause its eiling and oor interset, or beause its wallsoinide.As already notied in [28℄, all events, exept events of type (a.i), do not need tobe omputed (and sorted) in advane. Indeed, we an use the same reasoningas in the ase of the lassi Bentley-Ottmann algorithm for sweeping linesegments. All events exept (a.i) orrespond to moments when two features ofthe trapezoidal deomposition meet. This an our only if, just before theymeet, they are \ontiguous" in the deomposition, meaning here that theybelong to the same trapezoid.All these events will be deteted during the sweep, as follows: eah time a newtrapezoid is reated, we ompute the x for whih it disappears, by omputingthe values when its walls oinide and when its eiling and oor interset (seeFigure 2).
coincide ?

intersect ?

Fig. 2. Detetion of future eventsAs mentioned above, for a given value s of x, a wall is de�ned by a y-root ofa system �S(s)ij � or �S(s)k �. Of these two ases, the system having the highestalgebrai degree is the �rst, orresponding to the ase when the wall is de�nedby an intersetion of two onis. So, the worst type (in terms of algebraidegree) of event ours when the y-oordinate of the intersetion between twoonis oinides with the y-oordinate of the intersetion between two other9



onis, whih is expressed as follows:s suh that 9y; 9(z; z0);8><>:Qi(s; y; z) = 0Qj(s; y; z) = 0 and 8><>:Qk(s; y; z0) = 0Ql(s; y; z0) = 0 (1)
The positions where the eiling and the oor touh eah other orrespond tosystems assoiated to the events of type (b).The way this is solved is developed in Setion 3.2.2.3.3 Handling events.When an event of type (a.i) is enountered, a point loation is performed.The deomposition into trapezoids allows us to loate suh a point easily inpratie, either in a naive way by testing all the trapezoids, or by walkingalong a line, or by using a dynami point loation struture [14℄.When a trapezoid disappears, the 2D arrangement needs to be updated: thetrapezoid is replaed by other trapezoids, and its neighbors are modi�ed, too.In partiular, all the events of Setion 2.2 are some of these events.Events where walls oinide are events introdued by the vertial deompo-sition. Figure 3 shows one ase of event, whih is the ase when two vertialwalls, both de�ned by the intersetion of two oni ars, oinide. After theevent, the two walls are exhanged, and all the neighboring trapezoids aremodi�ed.

before afterFig. 3. A ase of event when two walls oinide
10



2.4 3D deompositionAnother advantage of the trapezoidal deomposition is that it indues theso-alled vertial deomposition [4,5,27℄ of the arrangement of quadris in R3 .Indeed, the regions swept by the trapezoids are the simple ells of the vertialdeomposition. Namely, let us desribe the orrespondene between featuresin the 2D arrangement of onis in the sweeping plane and the 3D vertialdeomposition (see Figure 4):
curve

cylinder

event :

intersection

of cylinders

Fig. 4. Trapezoids and ylinders� An intersetion point between two onis in the sweeping plane is sweepingan intersetion urve between two quadris in 3D.� A vertial wall in the arrangement of onis in the sweeping plane is sweep-ing a vertial ylinder in the 3D vertial deomposition.Depending on whether the wall is de�ned by an extremal point or an inter-setion point, the ylinder is de�ned by one quadri or by the intersetingurve of two quadris.� An event when two vertial walls oinide in the sweeping plane orre-sponds to the line of intersetion of the two orresponding ylinders in the3D vertial deomposition. In the ase when the two walls are de�ned bythe two verties of the same oni ar in the sweeping plane, that are theintersetions with two other onis, then, the event (the two walls oinide)orresponds to the intersetion of 3 quadris (ase ()).In addition, when a quadri is �rst hit (resp. when a quadri is left) then weadd, in the 3D deomposition, a planar boundary whose shape oinides ex-atly with the trapezoid in the sweeping plane where the new oni is inserted(resp. the trapezoid that is obtained after the removal of the oni). In thisway, we obtain 3D ells of onstant size.11



Fig. 5. Vertial ylinders are self-intersetingNote that, sine the intersetion of two quadris is a urve of degree 4, ylin-ders in the vertial deomposition are self-interseting (see Figure 5, that showsquadris and their interseting urve seen from z = +1): indeed, the proje-tion of the urve on a plane orthogonal to the z-axis is self-interseting, so, thesurfae that is onstruted by the vertial walls de�ned by points of this urveduring the sweep (remember that the walls of the trapezoidal deompositionin the sweeping plane are parallel to the z-axis) is a self-interseting ylinder.2.5 AlgorithmLet us summarize here the above disussion and the di�erent steps of thealgorithm.Algorithm 2.1(1) Initialization: ompute an initial trapezoidal map, andan initial list L of events to be onsidered.i. L � ;ii. Compute events of type (a.i) and insert them in Lin sorted orderiii. Initialize the sweep by omputing the arrangementof onis at a given value siv. For eah trapezoid in this planar arrangement� ompute the events� when its eiling and floor interset� when its wall oinide� insert these events into the sorted list L(2) Sweep loop:While L 6= ;,let e be the first event in L(a) update the trapezoidal map by� removing the trapezoids that disappear at event e12



� replaing them by the trapezoids reated at event e(b) for eah trapezoid reated� ompute the events� when its eiling and floor interset� when its wall oinide� insert these events into the sorted list L() remove e from LHere, the sweeping plane is initialized by piking any s value and omputingthe arrangement of the setions of all the quadris for this value. This assumesthat the sweep will then be performed in both diretions, starting from thisvalue s. However, initializing the sweeping plane at �1 ould be better, usingthe in�maximal boxes sheme introdued by Mehlhorn and Seel [19℄.2.6 Combinatorial omplexityProposition 2.2 For a generi sweeping diretion, algorithm 2.1 omputesthe vertial deomposition of the arrangement of n quadris in general positionin O(n log2 n+V log n) time, where V is the size of the vertial deomposition.Shaul and Halperin desribe the data strutures that allow to obtain this om-plexity result [28℄. They use in partiular the dynami point loation strutureof Goodrih and Tamassia [14℄ for loation into monotone subdivisions.Whereas the omplexity of the arrangement is O(n3), the omplexity V of thevertial deomposition is known to be bounded by O(n3�(n)) where �(n) =2�(n)16 and �(n) is the very slowly growing pseudo-inverse of Akermann'sfuntion [4℄.Note that, though the size of this deomposition is larger than the size of thearrangement, it is asymptotially smaller than the size O((n d)2k�1) = O(n4)(where n is the number of quadris, d = 2 their degree, k = 3 the dimension)of Collins' deomposition [6,2℄.3 Algebrai aspetsWe fous here on the algebrai aspets of the method. A key ingredient is themanipulation of algebrai numbers. We desribe how to represent them andhow to evaluate prediates on them. Next, we desribe how to deal with solvingof multivariate systems, and how to redue the problem to the manipulation13



of algebrai numbers. Finally, we detail their use in the geometri problems,whih our in the quadri arrangement omputation.3.1 Representation and omparison of algebrai numbersWe reall that a real algebrai number � is the root of a polynomial in Z[X℄.The degree of � is the minimal degree of suh a polynomial 2 Z[X℄, whihvanishes at �.We represent an algebrai number � as a pair: a univariate polynomial P suhthat P (�) = 0 and an interval ℄a; b[ ontaining � and suh that there is noother root of P in this interval.The isolation of the roots of a square-free univariate polynomial an be madeusing Desartes' rule [8℄. Several e�etive algorithms have been developed,based on this simple rule [16,25,23,21℄.In the prediates used in the algorithm, we need to manipulate algebrai num-bers. In all the ases the prediates redue to the omparison of algebrai num-bers, whih are performed as follows: we are given two numbers � = (P; ℄a; b[)and � = (Q; ℄; d[). If the two intervals are disjoint, we an immediately on-lude. If it's not the ase we will use Sturm sequenes. More preisely we usethe following de�nition:De�nition 3.1 (Sturm sequenes) Let f; g be two univariate polynomials. Apolynomial sequene f0 = f; f1 = g; : : : ; fs is a Sturm sequene if:� fs divides all the fi, i = 1 : : : s. Let Æi = fi=fs, i = 1 : : : s.� If  is a real suh that Æj() = 0 with 0 < j < s then Æj�1()Æj+1() < 0.� If  is a real suh that Æ0() = 0 then Æ0(x)Æ1(x) has the sign of x �  in aneighborhood of .An eÆient way to ompute a Sturm sequene is to ompute a Sturm-Habihtsequene.De�nition 3.2 (Sturm-Habiht sequenes) Let P and Q be univariate poly-nomials, p = sup(deg(P ); deg(Q)+1), oefk(P ) the oeÆient of xk in P , andÆk = (�1)k(k�1)=2.The Sturm-Habiht sequene of P and Q is de�ned indutively as follows:� Hp = P , hp = 1.� Hp�1 = Q.Assume that we have omputed Hp; : : : ; Hj�1, hp; : : : ; hj with hj 6= 0 and14



Hj�1 6= 0. Let k = deg(Hj�1). Then:� If k < j � 1, let Hk = Æj�k oefk(Hj�1)j�1�khj�1�kj Hj�1, hj�1 = 1.For l 2 N with k < l < j � 1, let Hl = 0, hl = 0.� Let hk = oefk(Hk), Hk�1 = Æj�k+2Prem(Hj;Hj�1)hj�k+1j (where Prem is the pseudo-remainder)The main interest of this onstrution is that the polynomials in the on-struted sequene are related to the sub-resultants of P and Q. Thus the sizeof their oeÆients is bounded almost linearly, by Hadamard identity (see [2℄).For any sequene S of real polynomials and a 2 R, we denote by V (S; a) thenumber of variations of signs of the value of the polynomials in S at a. Thenwe have the well-known theorem of Sturm (see for instane [2℄):Proposition 3.3 Assume S = Sturm(P; P 0Q) and ℄a; b[ is an interval suhthat P (a)P (b) 6= 0. The di�erene V (S; a) and V (S; b) is equal to the di�erenebetween the number of roots � of P in ℄a; b[ (without multipliity) suh thatQ(�) > 0 and the number of roots � of P in ℄a; b[ suh that Q(�) < 0 :V (S; a)� V (S; b) = ZQ>0(P )� ZQ<0(P ):Remark 3.4 If P or Q is square-free, in proposition 3.3, the omputation ofSturm(P;Q) is suÆient.Let us desribe briey how we use this result to ompare two algebrai numbers� = (P; ℄a; b[) and Q = (�; ℄; d[), assuming for simpliity that � and � aresimple roots of P andQ. If b <  (resp. d < a) we have � < � (resp. � < �). Letus assume now that a <  < b < d (the other ases being treated similarly).First we ompute s the sign of (P (a)P ()). If s < 0, then we have � 2℄a; [and � < �. If s = 0, we have � =  (sine � 6= a), whih implies that� < �. Otherwise s > 0, P has no root in the interval [a; ℄. We omputeS = Sturm(P; P 0Q) and v := V (S; ) � V (S; b). Let us assume �rst thatQ() > 0, Q(b) < 0. Then if v = 1, by Sturm's theorem Q(�) > 0 and � < �.If v = �1, Q(�) < 0 and � > �. If v = 0, then Q(�) = 0 and � = �. If nowQ() < 0, Q(b) > 0, we negate the previous output. Finally, if Q() and Q(b)are of the same sign, then � < �.Regarding the omplexity of this method, the e�etive omputation of se-quenes is made using Sturm-Habiht sequenes. For two polynomials P andQ of degree p and q and with respetive bit-length of oeÆients t and t0 thenthe bit-length of the oeÆients in the Sturm-Habiht sequene is O((t+ t0 +log(p + q))(p + q)) and the omputation of the sequene is made in O(pq)arithmeti operations [26℄. We will use this result to bound the omplexity ofthe algebrai operations involved in the sweeping algorithm.15



3.2 Solving multivariate equationsThe events involved in the algorithm require as we have seen in Setions 2.2and 2.3, the resolution of quadrati equations in at most 4 variables (system(1)). This problem an be redued to an univariate problem and thus to themanipulation of real algebrai numbers, as follows.We denote by f1; : : : ; fm the polynomial equations in R[x℄ = R[x1 ; : : : ; xn℄that we want to solve. The quotient ring R[x℄=(f1 ; : : : ; fm) of polynomialsmodulo f1 = 0; : : : ; fm = 0 is denoted by A. In the ase that we onsider here,where the number of omplex roots is �nite, the quotient algebra A is a �nitedimensional vetor spae.We onsider the operators of multipliation Mxi i = 1; : : : ; n by the variablesxi in the ring A: Mxi : A ! Aa 7! xi aThe system has �nitely many roots over the algebrai losure of the �eld R,if the quotient algebra is a vetor spae of �nite dimension over R. Then, thealgebrai resolution of the system is performed by analyzing the eigenvaluesand eigenvetors of these operators. A numerial approximation of the rootsof the system is obtained by omputing the ommon eigenvetors of theseoperators [1,7,20,22,29℄.But these operators an also be used to desribe the solution points as theimage, by a rational map, of the roots of a univariate polynomials. In otherwords the real oordinates of the solutions are rational funtions evaluatedat real algebrai numbers, whose de�ning equations an be de�ned expliitlyfrom the matries Mxi . Let us desribed briey an algorithm that yields theso-alled Rational Univariate Representation (RUR) of the roots:Algorithm 3.5Input: The tables of multipliation by x1; : : : ; xn in A(1) Compute the determinant �(u) := det(u0 Id + u1Mx1 + � � �+ unMxn)and its square free part d(u).(2) Choose a generi t 2 Rn+1 and ompute the first oeffiientsof d(t+ u) = d0(u0) + u1 d1(u0) + � � �+ un dn(u0) + � � �onsidered as a polynomial in u1; : : : ; un.16



Output: the roots of the system f1 = 0; : : : ; fm = 0 are�1 = d1(�)d00(�) ; : : : ; �n = dn(�)d00(�)for � a root of the univariate polynomial equation d0(�) = 0.For details on this onstrution, see [18,13,24,2,11℄. The generi onditionrequired on t 2 Rn+1 is that it separates the roots: Pni=0 �iti 6= Pni=0 � 0iti if �and � 0 are two distint solutions of the system. Methods to �nd a generi tare desribed for instane in [24℄.In order to get a minimal rational univariate representation, one an fatorized0(u0) and keep the irreduible fators, whih divide the numerator of thefration obtained by substitution of xi by di(u0)d00(u0) .This RUR allows us to replae the treatment of solutions of a multivariatesystem by the manipulation of algebrai numbers of degree at most the numberof omplex solutions of the system. We are going to use this representation ofevent points in the arrangement, in order to redue the evaluation of prediateson these points to the omparison of algebrai numbers.Another important aspet of the RUR is that we an ompute a RUR of apolynomial system with oeÆients in an algebrai extension Q [�℄, for � analgebrai number. Assuming that P is the minimal polynomial of �, omput-ing the tables of multipliation and the RUR of the roots over Q [�℄ require�eld arithmeti operations and equality test in Q [�℄, whih are performed byredution modulo P .3.3 Point loation in the trapezoidal mapLet us desribe now how we deide whether a point lies in a trapezoid. Aswe will see, it redues to ompare polynomial funtions of algebrai numbers,and eventually to ompute signs of rational expressions in the oeÆients ofthe quadris.Suppose that we are at a sweeping position x � x(p) = 0 and we want totest if p = (x(p); y(p); z(p)) belongs to a given trapezoid. Then, the followingoperations must be performed:(1) omparison with eah wall of the trapezoid; suh a omparison onsists17



in answering the testy(p) <=> y-root of �S(x(p))ij � or �S(x(p))k � ?(2) omparison with the eiling and the oor of the trapezoid; suh a om-parison is ahieved by the testsign of Qi(x(p); y(p); z(p)) ?If the point is outside Q(x(p))i (see Figure 6), this sign alone does not allowus to test whether the p is above or below the oni.Q(xp)ipzz0

Fig. 6. Testing whether a point belongs to a trapezoidThen an additional test leads to the onlusionz(p) <> middle of z-roots of Qi(x(p); y(p); z) = 0 ?We use the omparison with the middle of the roots instead of the om-parison with the roots, beause it is a rational funtion of the oeÆientsof Qi(x(p); y(p); z), whereas the roots above p involved square-roots.A point loation must be performed for eah event of type (a.i) orrespondingto the apparition of a new oni in the planar setion. Suh an event s is givenby a solution of a system of the form (see Setion 2.2):8>>>>><>>>>>:Qi1(s; y; z) = 0 degree 2 in s; y; z�y(Qi1(s; y; z)) = 0 degree 1 in s; y; z�z(Qi1(s; y; z)) = 0 degree 1 in s; y; z (2)
18



We ompute the RUR assoiated to this system:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
f2(�) = 0x = F1(�)y = F2(�)z = F3(�)where f2 is a univariate polynomial, Fi; i = 1 : : : 3 are rational frations. ByB�ezout theorem, the number of solution of the system (2) is at most 2. Thusthe degrees of f2 and � is at most 2. We isolate the roots of f2 using Sturmsequenes or Desartes' rule, or any speialized method. For this system wehave at most two real solutions that are represented as explained in setion 3.1.From this isolation operation, we also dedue the order of the orrespondingx-oordinates of the solutions of the system.We detail the steps of loation of a point p� = (F1(�); F2(�); F3(�)) in the asewhere the oor and eiling of the trapezoid are assoiated with the quadrisQk1 and Qk2 .Step 1: We have to evaluate the sign of Qkl, l = 1; 2 at p�, whih by substi-tution by the RUR of p� boils down to the sign of polynomial funtions of �.This is performed by appliation of Sturm's theorem (see proposition 3.3).Step 2: We need to ompare y� with the y-oordinate of the solutions ofsystems of types (S(x�)ij ) or (S(x�)k ). We ompute the RUR of suh a systemover Q(�): 8>>>>><>>>>>: g�(�) = 0y = G�(�)z = H�(�)where g� is a polynomial with oeÆients in Q (�) and G�, H� are rationalfrations with oeÆients in Q(�). The isolation of the real roots of g�(y) = 0is performed using Desartes' rule or Sturm sequenes over Q(�). For thispurpose, we need to ompute the sign of algebrai expressions of �, whih areobtained by appliation of proposition 3.3.3.4 Deteting and omparing eventsEvents of type (a.i) have already been presented. Let us now study how otherevents an be deteted.A trapezoid is de�ned by two vertial walls, a oor and a eiling. To predit19



how and when a trapezoid will disappear, we need to ompute when its oorand its eiling ollide, or when its vertial walls oinide.The �rst omputation onsists in omputing the parameter s for whih twoonis Q(s)i (y; z) and Q(s)j (y; z) get tangent in a point (y; z). A solution s (the x-oordinate of a solution of the system (b)) is an algebrai number of degree atmost 8, sine it orresponds to the x-oordinate of a point at the intersetionof 3 quadris.For the seond omputation, we have to perform omparisons between ab-sissae y of intersetion points between onis in the (y; z) sweeping planefor x = s. Two onis (say Qsi(y; z) and Qsj(y; z)) have up to four interse-tion points, and we distinguish among them aording to their index in thelexiographi y; z-order.This order hanges when the resultant Rs(y) of Qsi(y; z) and Qsj(y; z) in z hasa multiple root in y. These events an also be haraterized by the system:8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Qi(x; y; z1) = 0Qj(x; y; z1) = 0Qi(x; y; z2) = 0Qj(x; y; z2) = 0�(z1 � z2) = 1 :

We maintain this information during the sweep. The update in the trapezoidaldeomposition onsists simply in renumbering the points of intersetion of Qiand Qj.The seond omputation onsists in omputing the parameter s for whihthe y-roots of two given systems of type (S(s)ij ) or (S(s)k ) oinide. The worstase, in terms of algebrai degree, is when the y-oordinate of the intersetionbetween two onis oinides with the y-oordinate of the intersetion betweentwo other onis (see Equation (1)). This leads to the omputation of pointsof intersetion of 4 quadris in a spae of dimension 4:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Q1(x; y; z1) = 0Q2(x; y; z1) = 0Q3(x; y; z2) = 0Q4(x; y; z2) = 0 :

(if Qi1 = Qi2 , we add the new equation �(z1 � z2) = 1, or we replae Qi120



by Qi1 (x;y;z1)�Qi2 (x;y;z2)z1�z2 ). The oordinates of the solutions of suh a system liein an algebrai extension of degree at most 16. They are represented using aRUR by 8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
f(�) = 0x = F1(�)y = F2(�)z1 = F3(�)z2 = F4(�) (3)

where f is of degree � 16 and � = (f; ℄a; b[) is an algebrai number.For the omplete update of the trapezoidal deomposition, we need to detetwhih point of intersetion of Q1 and Q2, and whih point of intersetion of Q3and Q4 have the same y-oordinate, at the position x = F1(�), given by (3).We have to hek whih point of intersetion of Q1(F1(�); y; z), Q2(F1(�); y; z)is the point (F2(�); F3(�)). This redues to ompare the y-oordinates (andthe z-oordinates) of the solutions of suh a system, using again a RUR of thesolutions over Q (�). We proeed similarly for Q3 and Q4.3.5 Height estimationIn order to analyze more preisely the omplexity of prediates of the algo-rithm, we introdue the notion of height of a redued rational funtion of theinput parameters (here the oeÆients of the quadris) as the maximum de-gree of its numerator and denominator as polynomial funtions of the inputparameters. The height of an algebrai number will be the maximum of theheights of the oeÆients of its minimal unitary polynomial de�ning this num-ber. Notie that this notion of height di�ers slightly from the height used inarithmeti. Let us analyze our algorithm in terms of this height.The omparison of two algebrai numbers of degree d1 and d2 is a key opera-tion of our algorithm. From a pratial point of view, if H is a bound on theheight of the oeÆients of the polynomials de�ning the two algebrai num-bers, then their omparison via Sturm Habiht method (setion 3.1) involvesonly omputations of sub-minors of the Sylvester matrix of the two polynomi-als, that is polynomial funtions of the oeÆients of the de�ning polynomialsof degree at most d1 + d2. Thus, it involves algebrai expressions of height atmost (d1 + d2)H. Similarly, omputing the sign of a polynomial expression ofdegree d1 and height � H at a root of degree d2 and height � H requires the21



evaluation of signs of height � (d1 + d2)H.Our algorithm for the arrangement of quadris requires the intersetion of 3or 4 quadris in 3 or 4 variables. A rational univariate representation of theroots an be dedued from the resultant of the system and a generi linearform [3℄. The resultant of a system f0 = 0; : : : ; fn+1 = 0 in n variables isof degree Qj 6=i deg(fi) in the oeÆients of the polynomial fi. We deduethat the RUR of the solutions of 3 (resp. 4) quadrati equations in 3 (resp.4) variables have heights less than 2 � 2 + 2 � 2 + 2 � 2 = 12 and (resp.2� 2 � 2 + 2� 2� 2 + 2 � 2� 2 + 2� 2 � 2 = 32). We denote hereafter byH an e�etive bound on the height of the algebrai numbers involved in thealgorithm: H � 32.For omputing the vertial deomposition of the arrangement, we need toompare algebrai numbers of degree at most 16 and height H, the heightof the algebrai quantities will be bounded by (16 + 16)H = 32H. We alsohek that the degree of the algebrai expressions involved in the loationsteps (setion 3.3, step 1 and 2) and the treatment of events (setion 3.4) isbounded by 16 and their height is bounded by H. Thus omputing their signat a root of degree � 16 and height � H requires algebrai quantities of height� 32H.To desribe the omplete arrangement, the verties of a given faet are sortedaround this faet. In partiular, two verties on a given urve are ordered onthis urve. Suh a urve (intersetion of two quadris) is of degree 4 and a ver-tex is the intersetion of this urve with another quadri. Thus it is of degree 8and height H � 12. Comparing two verties redues to omparing algebrainumbers of degree 8. As we have seen, this involves algebrai expressions ofheight less than (8 + 8)H = 16H.4 Conlusion4.1 Partial deompositionThe trapezoidal deomposition allows an output-sensitive omplexity, in termsof the size of the 3D vertial deomposition (see Setion 2.6). However, as seenin Setion 3.5, the urrent vertial deomposition leads to a non-optimal (interms of degree) algebrai omplexity.In order to avoid to go up to degree-16 algebrai numbers, we may onsiderpartial deompositions. In the ase of triangles on the spae, a partial deom-22



position is obtained by drawing walls, in the planar setion, only throughendpoints of line segments, and not through intersetion points between twosegments [28℄. It is well known that in pratie, the number of ells in thevertial deomposition an be muh bigger than the number of ells in thearrangement. It was shown experimentally, in the ase of triangles in 3D, thatthe number of ells in a partial deomposition an be smaller.In the ase of quadris, we have seen that the highest degree prediates weget ome from the omparison of the y-oordinates of intersetions of onisin the sweeping plane. The �rst idea for a partial deomposition would be todraw vertial walls only through the points of vertial tangeny of the onisin the planar setions, whih generalize naturally endpoints of line segments.In this way, the degree of the algebrai numbers involved in the omputationswould derease. However working out all the details of the algorithm raises afew diÆulties and ould not be done so far.4.2 ImplementationThe algorithm will be implemented using the gal 2 library and the Synaps 3library.The robustness of the algorithm strongly depends on the evaluation of theprediates. The algorithm assumes exat prediates.The Synaps library allows to manipulate algebrai numbers represented im-pliitly as roots of polynomials. The omparisons of two suh algebrai num-bers is performed by numerial re�nement steps and the use of a Sturm-Habiht sequene if neessary (as desribed in setion 3.1).The leda 4 and Core 5 libraries urrently allow to ompare exatly algebrainumbers, when these numbers have an expliit representation using radials,whih may not be the ase here.Some work is in progress in eah of these libraries to ahieve exat ompar-ison of impliit algebrai numbers. We made preliminary experiments withSynaps, that an eÆiently ompute approximations of roots of polynomialsystems with error bounds that an be dedued for instane from error boundson orresponding eigenproblems. The implementation of these error bounds isunder progress.2 http://www.gal.org3 http://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/logiiels/synaps/4 http://www.algorithmi-solutions.om/enleda.htm5 http://www.s.nyu.edu/exat/ore/23
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